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Objectives:  Kinesio  tape  (KT)  is a commonly  used  intervention  in sports.  It  claims  to be  able  to  alter
the  muscle  activity,  in terms  of both  facilitation  and inhibition,  by certain  application  methods.  This
study  compared  the  neuromuscular  activity  of  the wrist  extensor  muscles  and  maximal  grip  strength
with  facilitatory,  inhibitory  KT,  and tapeless  condition  in  healthy  adults  who  were  ignorant  about  KT.
Potential  placebo  effects  were  eliminated  by deception.
Design:  Randomized  deceptive  trial.
Methods:  33 participants  performed  maximal  grip  assessment  in  a randomly  assigned  order  of  three
taping  conditions:  true  facilitatory  KT,  inhibitory  KT,  and  no  tape. The  participants  were  blindfolded
during  the  evaluation.  Under  the  pretense  of  applying  a series  of  adhesive  muscle  sensors,  KT  was  applied
to  their  wrist  extensor  muscles  of  the  dominant  forearm  in the  first  two  conditions.  Within-subject
comparisons  of  normalized  root mean  square  of  the  wrist  extensors  electromyographic  activity  and
maximal  grip  strength  were  conducted  across  three  taping  conditions.
Results:  31  out of  33  enlisted  participants  were  confirmed  to be  ignorant  about  KT.  No  significant  differ-
ences  were  found  in the  maximum  grip strength  (p  =  0.394),  electromyographic  activity  (p =  0.276),  and
self-perceived  performance  (p = 0.825)  between  facilitatory  KT,  inhibitory  KT,  and  tapeless  conditions.
Conclusions:  Neither  facilitatory  nor  inhibitory  effects  were  observed  between  different  application  tech-
niques  of  KT  in  healthy  participants.  Clinically,  alternative  method  should  be used  for  muscle  activity
modulation.

© 2015  Sports  Medicine  Australia.  Published  by Elsevier  Ltd.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Kinesio tape (KT) is one of the most common adhesive thera-
peutic tapes for injury prevention, rehabilitation, and performance
enhancement. It has been shown to be clinically effective in joint
movement promotion,1–3 increasing muscle activity,4,5 inducing an
earlier occurrence of muscle peak torque,6,7 and functional per-
formance enhancement.8–10 However, the working mechanism of
KT remains unknown.11 It has been suggested that the therapeutic
effects of KT may  due to the interplay between cutaneous afferent
stimulation and motor unit firing in both central and peripheral
nervous systems. An increase of peripheral nerve stimulation was
shown to promote excitability of the motor cortex.12 Reduction of
motor neuron threshold may  be induced by cutaneous stimulation,
resulting in easier recruitment of the motor units,13 and in turn,
leading to an improved functional performance. Other than muscle
facilitation, KT has been shown to be effective in pain control by
inhibition of the muscle activity.1,3,15 It is thought that inhibition
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of muscles can be achieved by stretching the Golgi tendon organ at
the distal end of the muscle.16 Interestingly, the muscle inhibitory
effect of KT is mainly anecdotal and only clinically relevant. At
our best knowledge, there is a paucity of evidence to examine the
mechanism of the inhibitory KT. Vercelli et al.17 reported similar
isokinetic quadriceps strength and functional performance in 30
healthy adults with facilitatory and inhibitory KT. Conversely, Kuo
et al.18 found a delayed reduction of grip strength (24 h after the
tape application) in 19 young adults with inhibitory KT.

The true effect of KT was  questioned by a recent experiment
which had eliminated the potential placebo effect by deceiving the
participants.19 In that particular study, a group of laypeople (n = 30)
who were ignorant about KT were recruited and they were told that
a series of adhesive muscle sensors might be applied in order to
examine the muscle recruitment during the examination of isoki-
netic knee strength. Body mass normalized peak torque, total work,
and time to peak torque were found similar between individuals
with facilitatory KT, sham KT, and not taped. They concluded that
placebo effects may  attribute for the positive findings in previous
studies of KT.

However, in that particular study, the inhibitory effect of KT was
not examined. In addition, that deceptive study only measured the
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muscle strength but the neuromuscular response, in terms of the
electromyographic (EMG) activity, remains unknown. Therefore,
the aim of this study was using a deceptive design to examine the
neuromuscular activity of the wrist extensor muscles and the max-
imal grip strength with facilitatory, inhibitory KT application, and
without KT application in healthy adults who are ignorant about
KT. We  hypothesized that there would be no within-subject differ-
ence in the root mean square of the EMG  activity and the maximal
grip strength when the participants were applied with facilitatory
KT, inhibitory KT, and not taped.

2. Methods

A total of 33 healthy adults were recruited by convenient samp-
ling. In order to ensure all the participants were ignorant about
taping, prior to experiment, they were asked to list all the prophy-
lactic and rehabilitation equipment in sportsmen they could think
of. Two of them were excluded as they were able to name “tape”,
“adhesive plaster”, “adhesive ribbon”, or equivalent. All enlisted
participants were also free from any known cardiopulmonary con-
ditions and previous surgery in the tested upper extremity. In
addition, they were free of any active joint pain or other related
symptoms in the recent 12 months. The concerning ethical review
committee reviewed and approved the experiment procedures and
written consents were obtained from the participants.

Before testing, each participant performed 15 repetitions of
wrist stretching exercise of the dominant hand as warm-up fol-
lowed by a one-minute rest. Immediately following application of
KT, all participants were then asked to perform a maximal power
grip for thrice, with each attempt lasted for approximately 3 s. One-
minute rest was given between trials. Grip strength was quantified
by a Jamar dynamometer (Model J00105, Lafayette Instrument,
IN, USA) while the handle position and testing position were
standardized.20 Surface EMG  activity of the wrist extensors was
simultaneously measured using Ag/AgCl electrode (SX230, Biomet-
rics Limited, Newport, UK). In order to reduce skin impedance, the
skin of the tested forearm was shaved, cleaned with alcohol, and
lightly abraded with sandpaper. A circular hole of the same size
of the EMG  electrode was produced by a puncher so that the con-
tact surface area was identical between different taping conditions.
Conductive gel was applied to the electrode, which was positioned
longitudinally along the muscle belly of the wrist extensor group
(Fig. 1). The EMG  signal was pre-amplified (×330), band-pass fil-
tered (10–3000 Hz), and sampled at 1000 Hz. The root mean square

Fig. 1. EMG  measurement of the wrist extensor muscles with Kinesio tape applica-
tion.

(RMS) of EMG  was  computed from the middle 1-s time window
during the maximum grip strength test. There was a seven-day
washout period between testing sessions.

The participants were blindfolded during the entire experiment
so that they were unable to realize the actual purpose of the exper-
iment. They were told that we  might apply a series of adhesive
muscle sensors in order to examine the muscle recruitment but we
applied different KT conditions in a randomized order indeed. The
KT conditions were “facilitatory KT condition” (FKT), “inhibitory KT
condition” (IKT), and “tapeless condition” (NKT). In FKT condition,
we applied KT onto the skin overlying the wrist extensors of the
dominant forearm. KT was  applied from the direction of origin to
insertion with 75% of its maximal length tension, which is proposed
to provide muscle facilitation effect.6 The tension of KT was con-
firmed by the anthropometric measurement of the tape i.e. measure
the change in length of tape before and after stretched. In IKT con-
dition, the procedure and the tape contact area were identical with
FKT condition except the application direction was reverse i.e. from
insertion to origin, which is proposed to provide muscle inhibitory
effect.21 In NKT condition, no tape was applied on the participants.

After testing in each condition, we also collected subjective
feedback about their performance (VAS: 0—worst performance;
10—best performance). All of them were explained with the true
purpose of the experiment after the end of the third testing session.
They were immediately given a debriefing session about the decep-
tion upon the completion of the experiment.

All data was  analyzed using SPSS version 17 (SPSS Software,
Chicago, IL, USA). Repeated measures ANOVA was used to test the
within-subject effects of KT i.e. RMS–EMG activity, maximal grip
strength, and the self-perception on the performance at different
taping conditions. The global alpha level was set at 0.05.

3. Results

In the debriefing session, we confirmed that 31 partici-
pants (14 females; age = 23.7 ± 2.7 years; mass = 62.5 ± 12.3 kg;
height = 1.70 ± 0.09 m)  were successfully deceived and they
were ignorant about KT. No significant difference was found
in the maximum grip strength between FKT (22.4 ± 16.2 kg),
IKT (22.9 ± 15.6 kg), and NKT (23.5 ± 16.7 kg) (p = 0.327). Like-
wise, there was  no significant difference in the RMS–EMG
between the three taping conditions (FKT = 0.287 ± 0.117 mV;
IKT = 0.273 ± 0.148 mV;  NKT = 0.249 ± 0.104 mV;  p = 0.076).
Besides, the self-perceived performance in different conditions
were similar (p = 0.041) (Fig. 2).

4. Discussion

This study examined the true effects of facilitatory and
inhibitory KT on the muscle activity and functional performance in
deceived participants. Our findings were consistent with our orig-
inal hypotheses that, with the elimination of placebo effect, KT did
not facilitate or inhibit muscle activity and change the functional
performance in healthy adults.

Previous experiments reported inconsistent findings about the
effects of KT on the EMG  activity. For instance, Briem and colleagues
reported that application of KT did not alter the muscle activity in
male athletes during a sudden perturbation.22 Conversely, Yeung
et al. found a significant shorter time required for taped muscle to
generate peak torque.7 Such inconsistent can be explained by the
different psychological belief about KT in the tested participants
in the experiments,23,24 as most of them did not provide effec-
tive measures to eliminate the placebo effects. Regarding the grip
strength, our findings were in accord with the study by Kuo et al.,18

which also reported no immediate change in the grip strength by
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